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Two operation modes

(1) Coasting beam slow extraction

(2) Bunched beam slow extraction

Fast Extraction (FX) Slow Extraction (SX)

Red line:  DCCT
Blue line: Kinetic energy
Beam power: 490 kW
Machine cycle: 2.48 s
Top energy: 30 GeV

Red line:  DCCT
Blue line: Kinetic energy
Beam power: 51 kW
Machine cycle: 5.20 s
Top energy: 30 GeV



Electron Cloud appears . . .  

FX mode

after large modification of vacuum components (usually long shutdown)

accompanying vacuum pressure rise, 

scrubbing run of a few days is effective to reduce the pressure rise

no issue during routine operations

Beam intensity will increase from 2.5x1014 ppp  3.3x1014 ppp in future

e-cloud is not foreseen because of higher incident e- energy

SX mode 

at the debunching process at the flat-top

accompanying vacuum pressure rise, 

connection to transverse instabilities is not clear (only one sample)

very slow decrease of the electron signal ~ a few % reduction / year 

still potential risk

Beam intensity will increase from 5.5x1013 ppp  1.1x1014 ppp in future



Electron cloud detectors (ECD)

ECD #47

ECD #77

MR layout
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FCT and EC signals

FCT signal Electron cloud detector signal

Interested region

We will focus in the first 400ms of the signals. From this interval the first 100 ms not beam 
Is presented, thus, we can use these values as baseline to compute the signals  

Input impedance = 1 MW

10 mV  10 mA
EC peaks at four injections

EC signal decreases after a few days 

Injection Injection



EC at the debunching process at the flat-top

Higher	Power	SX	Demonstration	(2	shots)

Beam	power		62.8kW		(rep.	5.2s)	
6.8x10^13	ppp	
Efficiency		 99.47%	
Spill	Duty	56%	
Spill	length		1.82s	
RF	phase	offset			50deg	(45deg)

Beam 
intensity

Beam spill

Debunching

P3 timing

Fast CT 
signal

Fast CT 
signal

EC
signal

P3+5ms

P3+5ms

One turn of the ring

P3+75ms

P3+75msWith EC 

No EC 

Beam intensity ~ 4 1013 protons

SX  mode

longitudinal couple bunch 
instability 

longitudinal single bunch 
instability 



Beam conditions where EC appears

EC presence depends on 
the RF phase at MR injection 
and the beam intensity / beam power

Injection at RF phase

Phase offset [degree]     

Phase offset 

Larger RF phase results longer bunch 
length before debunching.
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 Electron cloud (EC) instability is present in most of the high power proton accelerators. During the Slow extraction  mode at the Main Ring (MR) of J-PARC, signals related with the 

electron cloud were detected through several systems: sweeping EC detector, beam loss detectors, vacuum gauges, beam position monitors, etc. This provided information of the 

characteristics of the electron cloud build-up at the MR. In addition, using knowledge acquired in the surveys, beam simulations were developed to reproduce the measurements 

and to corroborate our assumptions about the conditions that enhanced the EC.

ABSTRACT

Electron Cloud Studies at  J-PARC Main Ring

REFERENCES

INTRODUCTION

  The MR of J-PARC accelerates protons to the energy of  30 GeV in two modes: 

Fast Extraction (FX) for the Neutrino Experimental Facility and Slow Extraction 

(SX) for the Hadron Experimental Hall [1]. Figure 1 shows a draw of the J-PARC 

center and Table 1 presents some of the important parameters  of the MR ring 

and SX operation.

   Electron cloud is observed at SX operation, when the beam is debunching by 

reducing the accelerator voltage after reaching the flat top (P3) [See Figure 2]. 

The presence of the EC at SX mode is a main concern for the successful 

operation and the power upgrade of the machine.
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Figure 1: J-PARC center.

Figure 3:The presence (red circles) or absence (blue diamond) of the electron cloud as a 

function of the intensity and phase offset .
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Figure 2: The time evolution of the beam distribution (left) and the EC signal 

measured by the detector (right) during the debunching process [2].

Table 1: Relevant parameters during the SX survey at MR.1This values 

depends of the difference of injection phase between the RF systems and 

the beam at 0° difference phase is 40 ns  and a 60° is 80 ns.

The study proved the dependence of the beam intensity as well as the bunch length, through different phase offset,in the formation of the electron cloud at the J-PARC MR [3].

The frequency analysis in the beam distribution supports that a high frequencies enhanced the electron cloud build-up [2]. 

The simulations reproduced the electron density observed during the measurements. [4,5]. The codes reconfirmed the importance of the bunch structure for the formation of 

the electron cloud.

The future work is to determined the source that produce that micro bunch structures in the longitudinal beam, study the features of the electron cloud to understand more the 

phenomenon and provide countermeasures [6].

Figure 5: Left: the beam current; right: the comparison of the electron flux signals 

measured (green dot line) and the simulated (blue dot line). The values corresponded 

at 75 ms after the beginning of debunching.

MEASUREMENTS

  Special surveys were performed to investigate the dependency of beam intensity and 

the phase offset in the EC buildup [3], the results are summary in Figure 3. Indeed, the 

presence of a strong micro-bunch structure for the cases with electron cloud is shown in 

Figure 4.

Figure 4: The beam current signals for events with and without electron cloud in the time 

domain, top and bottom left, respectively. The corresponding Fourier transform plots are 

shown in right side in the same order.

 The EC buildup observed at MR were reproduced by using two simulations code: 

EPIT developed at KEK [4] and PyECLOUD created at CERN [5]. Figure 5 presents 

the latest results using the PyECLOUD code.
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 The EC buildup observed at MR were reproduced by using two simulations code: 

EPIT developed at KEK [4] and PyECLOUD created at CERN [5]. Figure 5 presents 

the latest results using the PyECLOUD code.
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MEASUREMENTS

  Special surveys were performed to investigate the dependency of beam intensity and 

the phase offset in the EC buildup [3], the results are summary in Figure 3. Indeed, the 

presence of a strong micro-bunch structure for the cases with electron cloud is shown in 

Figure 4.

Figure 4: The beam current signals for events with and without electron cloud in the time 

domain, top and bottom left, respectively. The corresponding Fourier transform plots are 

shown in right side in the same order.

 The EC buildup observed at MR were reproduced by using two simulations code: 

EPIT developed at KEK [4] and PyECLOUD created at CERN [5]. Figure 5 presents 

the latest results using the PyECLOUD code.

Electron cloud build up is triggered 
by longitudinal single bunch 
instability which is induced by 
longitudinal couple bunch instability.



Simulation for SX mode (debunching)

• PEI



Simulation for SX mode (debunching)

Simulation 
with the sinusoidal beam density modulation
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MEASUREMENTS

  Special surveys were performed to investigate the dependency of beam intensity and 

the phase offset in the EC buildup [3], the results are summary in Figure 3. Indeed, the 

presence of a strong micro-bunch structure for the cases with electron cloud is shown in 

Figure 4.

Figure 4: The beam current signals for events with and without electron cloud in the time 

domain, top and bottom left, respectively. The corresponding Fourier transform plots are 

shown in right side in the same order.

 The EC buildup observed at MR were reproduced by using two simulations code: 

EPIT developed at KEK [4] and PyECLOUD created at CERN [5]. Figure 5 presents 

the latest results using the PyECLOUD code.

Frequency spectrum of the beam
measured by the Fast CT 

30 – 50 MHz  EC appears 

“Multipactor condition” may be satisfied



Electron frequency and instability threshold
• Electron frequency bounded in proton beam potential

• we,x=we,y=32MHz (2.8x1013ppp), 40 MHz (4.2x1013ppp) for 
sxy=7.5mm. 

• lp=averaged proton line density=1.8x1010-2.7x1010m-1.

• These frequencies are consistent with the electron 
amplification in the previous page.

• Threshold of the beam instability 

𝜆𝑒,𝑡ℎ =
2𝛾𝜔𝑒|𝜂𝑝|𝜎𝑝(𝜎𝑥 + 𝜎𝑦)𝜎𝑥,𝑦

3𝑐𝑄𝑟𝑝𝛽𝑦
= 7.6 × 107 𝑚−1



Simulation for SX mode (debunching)

• PyECLOUD
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The frequency analysis in the beam distribution supports that a high frequencies enhanced the electron cloud build-up [2]. 
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Figure 5: Left: the beam current; right: the comparison of the electron flux signals 

measured (green dot line) and the simulated (blue dot line). The values corresponded 

at 75 ms after the beginning of debunching.

MEASUREMENTS

  Special surveys were performed to investigate the dependency of beam intensity and 

the phase offset in the EC buildup [3], the results are summary in Figure 3. Indeed, the 

presence of a strong micro-bunch structure for the cases with electron cloud is shown in 

Figure 4.

Figure 4: The beam current signals for events with and without electron cloud in the time 

domain, top and bottom left, respectively. The corresponding Fourier transform plots are 

shown in right side in the same order.

 The EC buildup observed at MR were reproduced by using two simulations code: 

EPIT developed at KEK [4] and PyECLOUD created at CERN [5]. Figure 5 presents 

the latest results using the PyECLOUD code.
Result of the EC simulation



KEK SEMINAR                                  B. Yee-Rendon 3607/14/17

Case: δ=1.7, Emax= 287 eV, Ro = 0.8.

              Total charge              Peak flux

B. Yee-Rendon et al., “PyEcloud Simulations of the Electron Cloud for the J-PARC MR”, To be presented in 
the 14th Particle Accelerator Society of Japan, Hokkaido, Japan, August 1-3, 2017.

Time evolution of the EC

Trend is reproduced.

This suggests the longitudinal beam profile affects the EC growth.

The discrepancy may come from the estimation error of detector efficiency etc.



Parameters

δ=1.7. 

Emax= 300 eV.

Ro = 1.

Proton per bunch~ 4.2x1013. (Bunch length ~ 54 ns)

Measured longitudinal profile by Fast CT

Tracking turns = 6.

Simulation for FX mode



Proton density vs Electron density

Electron cloud density is very small comparing to the proton density.



Electron energy distribution

Electron energies are in higher energies at which SEY is less than 1 



Summary

• Measurements

 SX mode: EC appears during debunching process. 

EC and vacuum pressure rise in the whole ring.

Larger initial RF phase offset suppresses the EC growth.

possible scenario: 

 suppresses longitudinal coupled-bunch oscillation

 smoother debunching 

 no EC

 FX mode: EC only appears after vacuum component modification.

EC & vacuum pressure rise decrease after a few days.



• Simulation

 SX mode: EC growth is reproduced with spiky beam profiles. 

Details of the spiky beam profiles affects the EC growth 

Beam profile structure around 40 MHz seems to satisfy  

multipactor condition at the beam intensity ~ 4x1013 protons. 

 FX mode: EC estimated to be negligibly small with the beam profile 

at 4.2x1013 p/bunch, 8 bunches.
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APPENDIX



Model for low electron energy 
PyECLOUD

G. Landarola. PhD Thesis, CERN-THESIS-2014047.

Okada et al.” CONTROL OF THE MULTIPACTORING BY THE SURFACE

COATING OFTHE EXCITER ELECTRODES IN J-PARC MR”,

PASJ10



Spectrum energy secondary 
electrons

G. Landarola. PhD Thesis, CERN-THESIS-2014047.

J. J. Scholts, D. Dijkkamp, and R. W. A. Schmitz, “Secondary electron

emission properties,” Philips J. Res., vol. 50, pp. 375–389, 1996



Observation of the instability

One event during SX mode
Transverse instability triggered the e-cloud or vice versa  not clear

Beam intensity = 5.5 1013 protons (51 kW)

Electron cloud signals larger than normal shots

Beam loss MPS stops the operation

Pressure rise larger than normal shots

Vertical oscillation observed



ΔT= 45 ms



Next shot (to check if the machine comes back to the normal condition)
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